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Theoretically, it is possible to solve any linear 
programming model by the application of the simplex method. 
The -determination of feasible, bounded, and __ optimal solu-
tions require a finite number o_f iterations even when the 
numbers of variables and constraints exceed one million 
each. From a practical viewpoint ; however, even the most 
modern computers would be hard pressed to find solutions 
for such a large problem before the data (and the computer) 
became obsolete. Given a large model of a system such as 
the economy of the United States, it is fortunate that the 
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and variables that do not apply to his next door neighbor. 
There are other cons-traints and variables which will affect 
the national economy. Proper use of the decomposition al-
gorithm will enable each individual to balance his budget 
while allowing a significant reduction in complexity of the 
national budget. 
A major and popular use of decomposition lies in the 
area of decentralized planning. The central headquarters of 
a national firm has the responsibility for coordinating the 
efforts of each of hundreds of branch offices. Some deci-
sions which are made will result in modifying the optimal 
output of a branch such that the overall company goals are 
more efficiently met. For instance, each branch office can 
1 
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· solve its own problems in work loads while letting the home 
office determine product prices. 
Both of these applications are chiefly concerned with 
a reduction in the complexity of the problems which must be 
solvB~ at any one time. The orientation is such that some-
one doesn't know about or care about the constraints on the 
. . 
values of the variables in someone else's department. All 
that matters is that some of these variables affect the to-
tal problem; therefore, modify the optimal solutions of the 
other departments so that all constraints are satisfied. 
Another application of the decomposition algorithm is 
of no less importance: reduction of the space requirements 
of a linear nro~rammin~ nroblem to nermit the use of avail-
able computing facilities. A problem of as few as 150 con-
straints and 100 variables will normally contain a large 
number of zero coefficients. For instance, a group of three 
variables might have their values completely constrained by 
five equations. The number of zero coefficients involved 
is 920 compared to only 15 non-zero ones. The remaining 
variables and constraints may show a similar waste of valu-
able computer memory space. 
The purpose of this research report is to describe the 
decomposition algorithm from the viewpoint of a computerized 
solution, where the method was selected to reduce the memory 
requirements of a problem. Due to the increased complexity 
and size of the object code over simpler programs written to 
solve linear programming problems, the user must determine 
J 
the break even point. An algorithm has been provided to 
assist in this, and a guide to the modification of .this 
program to permit overlaying subproblems is also suggested. 
Finally, a user's guide has been provided to permit any 
individual with a linear programming problem to enter the 
- -
input and interpret the output without detailed knowledge 
of decomposition. However, a pre-requisite for under-
standing the content of the text is working knowledge of 




In view of the computer orientation of· this report, 
the notation chosen is very similar to that of the major 
computer languages FORTRAN and PL/1, rather than the tra-
ditional mathematical symbology. The following conventions 
will be used consistently and should present no difficulties 
to the reader. 
1. Variable names begin with a letter and may 
consist of several letters and numbers. 
2. Multiplication is denoted by the asterisk (*) 
s~bol. 
J. Vector and matrix subscripts follow the name 
and are enclosed in parentheses. 
4. Qualifiers precede the variable name and are 
separated from the name by a period. 
Two-phase Method 
Prior to describing the solution of a linear program 
by decomposition, it would be best to briefly examine the 
solution of a small problem by the two-phase method. Prob-
lem 1 is: 
4 
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maximize -Z = X5+ X6 
subject to \ X5+ X6 ~ 5 
X5+5*X6 ~ 50 
where X5, X6 ~ 0. 
The simplex tableau for this problem is shown in Figure 1. 
Basis Sol. X5 x6 S5 s6 -W -Z R5 R6 
-W 0 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 1 1 
-Z 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 · 
R5 5 1 1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 
R6 50 1 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 . 
FIGURE 1.--Simplex tableau for problem 1 
the proble~ in phase I. The significance of the artificial 
objective function has -been stressed by showing the tableau 
prior to forming the starting basis. This is done by sub-
tracting each of the constraint rows from the (-W) row. The 
result of this step is given in Figure 2. This tableau is 
Basis Sol. X5 x6 S5 s6 -W -Z R5 R6 
-W -55 -2 -6 1 -1 1 0 0 0 
-Z 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
R5 5 1 1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 
-
R6 50 1 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 
FIGURE 2,--Starting basis for problem 1 
now ready for the simplex procedure. Slack and surplus vari-
ables are entered, and objective functions have had the sign 
6 
reversed for minimization. Two iterations of the simplex 
procedure result 'in the first feasible solution shown in 
Figure J. If the solution value of W had been positive 
Basis Sol. X5 X6 S5 s6 -W -Z R5 R6 
-W 0 0 0 0 0 ------1 0 1 1 
-Z 10 -0.8 0 0 0.2 0 1 0 0.2 
X6 10 0.2 1 0 0.2 0 0 0 0.2 
S5 5 -0.8 0 1 0.2 0 0 -1 0.2 
FIGURE ).--First feasible solution to problem 1 
there would have been no feasible solution. Phase II now 
allows us to find the optimal solution by bringing X5 into 
- - - ... -
~ne uao~s as ~n r·~gure ~. ~~ can oe seen ~na~ ~ne co~umns 
Basis Sol. X5 x6 S5 S6 -W -Z R5 R6 
-W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
-Z 50 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 1 
X5 50 1 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 
S5 45 0 4 1 1 0 0 -1 1 
FIGURE 4.--0ptimal solution to problem 1 
under the artificial variables (including W and Z) form an 
inverse matrix. By pre-multiplying any column of the start-
ing basis tableau in Figure 2 by this inverse, the column in 
the optimal solution tableau ·is generated. This is the key 
to solving problems by decomposition. 
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Let us now consider how to handle a change in the ob-
jective function of problem 1. The new function will be: 
maximize -Z = X5+2*X6-S5 . 
with all other conditions of problem 1 unchanged. The new 
opt~~al solution is found in three steps. First, change the 
optimal solution tableau to show the new function. All coef-
ficients not in the new objective function are set to zero 
as in Figure 5. Second, perform the row operations necessary 
Basis Sol. X5 x6 S5 s6 -W -Z R5 R6 
-W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
-Z 0 -1 -2 1 0 0 1 0 0 
X5 50 1 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 
S5 45 0 4 1 1 0 0 -1 1 
FIGURE 5.--Change step 1. 
to remove the current basis variables from the o.f. row. 
Since the coefficients of all basis variables are zero in 
the row of all other basis variables, just subtract each 
basis row times the o.f. coefficient from the o.f. row. 
This step is shown in Figure 6. Third, perform the simplex 
procedure to re-optimize the solution. In this case, the 
variable X6 has a negative objective function coefficient 
and should be brought into the basis. The results of step 
three are shown in Figure 7. We have now seen how a change 
in the objective function does not require performing the 
entire phase I, phase II process to obtain an optimal 
8 
solution once one is already known. This is the second key 
to the decomposition algorithm. 
Basis Sol. X5 x6 S5 S6 -W -Z R5 R6 
-W 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
-z-- ,- 5 0 -1 0 0 0 --1 1 0 
X5 50 1 5 0 1 0 0 0 1 
S5 45 0 4 1 1 0 0 -1 1 
FIGURE 6.--Change step 2 
Basis Sol. X5 X6 S5 S6 -W -Z R5 R6 
-W 0 o. 0 0 o. 1 0 1 1 
-Z 1!) 0.2 0 0 0.2 0 1 1 0.?. 
x6 10 0.2 1- 0 0.2 0 0 0 0.2 
S5 5 -0.8 0 1 0.2 0 0 -1 0 . 2 
FIGURE ?.--Change step 3 
Principles of DecDmposition 
For many problems the constraints can be divided into 
subsets of independent equations which might refer to the 
same time period or production facility. These subsets are 
related to each other by another set of equations called tie -
in constraints. The tie-in constraints might refer to some 
resources which must be shared by all subsets. Figure 8 
represents such a problem consisting of three subsets which 
has been decomposed and blocked. 
9 
o.c l.C 2.C ).C 
O.T l.T 2.T ).T = O.B 
l.S = l.B 
2.S = 2.B 
- - - J.S = ).B 
--
FIGURE B.--Decomposed problem 
Each subproblem is associated with several items which 
are to be qualified by the appropriate prefix when needed: 
1. c = Vector of objective function coefficients. 
2. D = Vector of artificial function coefficients. 
). T = Matrix of tie-in constraint coefficients. 
IJ, _ ~ = M~+"Y'iV r.-f' ~11 hn-y.r. h 1 Pm f'r.n~+""'~in+ f'r.pf'f'if'iPn+~ -
s. B = Vector of right-hand sides. 
6. X = Vector of subproblem variables. 
?. Xn = Vector of solution values for nth optimiza-
tion. 
8. Vn = Vector of shadow prices for nth optimization. 
9. Yn = Generated variable associated with nth opti-
mization. 
A zero prefix indicates that the item is not a part of the 
set of subproblems and must be handled separately as will be 
seen in the_following discussion. 
The problem can now be stated as finding the vectors 
O.X, l.X, 2.X, and J.X ~ 0, which solve the linear program-
ming problem: 
10 
minimize Z = O.C*O.X+1.C*1.X+2.C*2.X+J.C*J.X 
- . -
subject to · O.T*O.X+1.T*1.X+2.T*2.X+J.T*J.X = O.B 
. . 
1. S*1. x· 
2.S*2.X 
where L.C is an L.N element row vecto·r, 
L.T is a O.M by L.N matrix, 
L.S is an L.M by L.N matrix, 
= l.B 
= 2.B 
J.S*J.X = J.B 
L.B is an L.M element column vector, 
and L.X is an L.N elemnt column vector of variables. 
The above problem has O.M+1.M+2.M+J.M constraints, and 
O.N+1.N+2.N+J.N variables, where O.N is permitted to be 
zero. 
It is at this point that we attempt to reduce the size 
of the linear program. ..r;ach subproblem can be thought of as 
a separate program. If any subproblem has no feasible solu-
tion then the entire problem has no solution. If any has an 
unbounded solution, then a general constraint can be added 
such that the sum of the variables equals some arbitrarily 
large value. The tie-in constraints will very likely reduce 
the feasible values of the variables to a subset of the 
solution spaces of the subproblems. Since any point in the 
feasible region of a subproblem can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the extreme points, and the extreme points are 
optimal solutions to the subproblems found by using different 
objective functions, the principle of decomposition is to 
let subproblem optimizations keep track of solutions while 
11 
a master program keeps track of how much each optimal sub-
problem solution is allowed to be used in the overall solu-
tion to the complete problem. 
The starting basis for the simplex tableau of the 
restricted master program will now be shown in Figure 9, and 













































Restricted Master Inverse 
-Z O.R l.R 2.R 
. 0 0 0 0 
-
1 0 0 0 
-
0 I 0 0 
- - -
0 0 1 0 
-
0 0 0 1 
-

















FIGURE 9.--Restricted master simplex tableau 
I 
The vector of variables O.R, and the single variables 1.R, 
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2.R, and 3.R are all artificial variables which must leave 
the basis or be driven to zero in order to have a feasible 
solution to the problem. The phase I, phase II process will 
enter the variables O.X or L.Yn (L=1, 2, 3) which have nega-
tive coefficients in the artificial function row until the 
solution is feasible, and then will enter more of these to 
obtain an optimal solution. Every iteration of the simplex 
procedure will alter the values in the restricted master 
tableau, not only for the columns currently present, but also 
for all future columns which will be generated later. The 
total effect of all iterations is saved in the restricted 
master inverse, i.e. pre-multiply each new column by this 
inverse to catch up. The problem now is to discover how to 
genera~e ~nese co~uruns. 
The symbols in the restricted master simplex tableau 
in Figure 9 are defined as follows: 
1 • 0 • wo = - L 0. B ( I ) -3 
I 
2. O.D(J) = -L:O.T(I,J) 
I 
3. L.Dn = L.D*L.Xn 
4. L.D(J) =-LL.T(I,J) 
I 
5. L.Cn = L.C*L.Xn 
6. L.Tn = L.T*L.Xn (L = 1, 2, 3). 
' Figure 10 shows the generation tableaus used to find the 
best objective function coefficients for the subproblems. 
The subproblems will return the values L.Xn for n = 1, 2, ••. 
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to supply artificial and objective function coefficients as 
small as possible.. Let K be the phase number which we are 
attempting to complete for the restricted master problem. 
Then multiply the first 2+0.N elements of row K of the 
-
restricted master inverse · times each of the subproblem 
matric~s in Figure 10 to obtain the desired __ objective func-
tion coefficients for the subproblems. When the optimal 
. , 
solution has been found for subproblem L, the restricted 
master inverse times the subproblem generation matrix times 
the solution gives the new column in the admissible variable 
matrix of Figure 9. These will replace the last three 
columns which are no longer needed. 
Subproblem 1 Subproblem 2 Subproblem J 
1.D 2.D J.D 
1.C 2.C J.C 
1.T 2.T J.T 
FIGURE 10.--Generation matrices 
The simplex procedure does not require that the .most 
negative coefficient column be entered into the basis first. 
This is suggested as the means to most rapidly approach the 
optimal solution. In the case of decomposition, however, 
-it takes many more steps to generate a column of the 
restricted master tableau than to enter a variable into 
the basis. Any variable with a negative coefficient will 
14 
improve the solutionJ therefore, enter as many as possible 
before generating new columns. 
The Final Solution 
When no more variables can enter the basis for phase I 
(K=1} _the solution is examined. If W is greater than zero, 
the problem had no feasible solution.· If W is not positive, 
phase II (K=2) can begin, continuing with the same procedure 
as before. The final basis ~f the restricted master tableau 
will contain O.N+J variables. For each variable 1.Yn, find 
~1.Yn*1.Xn for the final optimal values of 1.X, and find 
n 
[1~Yn*1.Vn for the final shadow prices. It is in this man~ 
n 
ner that the linear combination of the optimal solutions of 
subproblem 1 is calculated. Repeat these steps for subprob-
lems 2 and J. If any of the variables O.X have entered the 
basis of the restricted master program, their values are read 
directly from the tableau. The shadow prices are also read 




Ordinarily, a · program of this nature would have been 
written in a structural language such as PL/1. Some features 
which would have been useful are: 
1. dynamic allocation of memory for subproblems. 
2. data structures for partitioned matrices. 
J, based variables for subproblem qualification. 
In fact, clever use of based variables and subscript bounds 
could have eliminated the need for decomposition entirely 
as a means for saving memory. Unfortunately, most computer 
installations do not have full PL/1 capabilities, including 
the one at which this program was written. Based variables 
with variable dimensioned ~rrays has not yet been implement-
ed. 
This left the problem of allocating a limited amount 
of memory to large arrays of integer, real, and double pre-
cision information. The problem · was solved by equivalencing 
a maximum size vector of each type, and then chopping pieces 
out as required. A short subroutine named ALLOC8 would get 
information on the number of locations required and the size 
of each data type, and then would return a subscript for the 
be ginning location in the correct vector while updating the 
15 
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-information on remaining space available. 
Since the piece requested was usually a _matrix, every 
reference to this matrix had to be handled through a sub-
routine with a vector argument and a matrix parameter. The 
variable dimensions of the matrices were passed in COMMON. 
The subroutine named LOC8 handles the search for information 
---
about subproblems by retrieving from tables such items as 
size, vector address, relative location of names in the whole 
problem, etc. 
Other technical difficulties concerned the inability to 
program decomposition using the "Big M" method. The reason 
for this is that M+5-M is not equal to 5 after trancation of 
significant digits. This same problem ·made it necessary to 
n~P nnnh1P nrP.r.i~ion v::.~riahlP.~ in thP. restricted master 
inverse matrix. Rather than write two separate routines to 
perform the simplex iterations, the inverses of the sub-
problems were also stored in double precision. 
Impl~mentation Procedures 
The implementation of this program at other computer 
installations will involve several modifications to the 
source deck·. The IBM 360 uses 4, 4, and 8 bytes of memory 
for storage of integer, real, and double precision variables, 
respectively. If a different computer has other values, 
change the assignment statements for liNT, ISGL, and IDBL 
in subroutine INITI8 accordingly. Change the value ITOTAL 
to the total number of bytes (or words, characters, etc.) 
available for the allocation procedure. Change the size of 
17 
vectors IQ, SQ, and DQ accordingly in subroutine LEVELJ. 
Finally, a work tape .or disk is required for the storage of 
the intermediate results. Change the value of NWORK in sub-
routine INITI8 to the appropriate unit assignment number. 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSIONS 
When a linear program is too large to fit into the 
memory available, even the fastest computer can not begin 
to find a solution. Decomposition can then be ~ powerful 
tool, provided that a set of subproblems and tie-in con-
straints can be found which define the original problem. 
On the other hand, there is no need to waste valuable time 
on the slower decomposition technique if a straight linear 
-""",.,.~""'"W¥\ ,.._,., __ .:; ,.. ,.., ... ""-=:, ,...,..,, - ... . \.....: -\.... --- 1....--..l,- ""-'\....- ___ ,_, --
.r--o- ---·- --- · -- - - - - .. ------- . ··-·--·· --·- -·-··- ...... - ...... - 1:' • ....,..,-.. ...... u.• 
It would be useful to know when to use one, and when to use 
the other. 
The first consideration is whether or not the program 
developed by this research can handle larger problems than 
available straight codes. The increased complexity of the 
logic and data management routines result in a considerable 
loss of usable memory. WATFIV .compiles need an extra JOK 
(K=1024) bytes and FORTRAN IV H compiles need an extra 75K 
bytes over the simplest available code at the University of 
South Florida data center. Therefore, a savings of at least 
that much is required before decomposition can begin to use 
less memory. Since many installations charge more for pro-
grams requiring larger blocks of memory, decomposition can 
18 
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cost more before execution starts. Other factors to be 
considered when deciding between the two techniques (again, 
the assumption made here is that both can be used) include 
the relative difficulties in entering input, the execution 
times, and the completeness of sensitivity analysis data. 
-- -The one really saving grace of decomposition lies in 
the reduction of core requirements for very large problems. 
The program shown in Appendix B has been deliberately de-
signed to permit the use of decomposition's greatest space 
reduction method: subproblems are only considered one at 
a ti~e and may therefore be overlayed into the same loca-
tions of memory. Due to the drastic increase in run .times 
involved in this method, it was not implemented and should 
be used only as a last resort. Subroutine LOC8 can be re-
written to flip-flop the subproblem matrices between alter-
nate external storage devices instead of retrieving the 
address of the ~atrices. A simple switch in subroutine 
ALLOC8 can then determine whether or not the space re-
.quested may be reused. This is suggested more as an exer-
cise in programming than in operations research. 
A full-scale project, perhaps on the order of a 
dissertation, would be a formal statement of the complete · 
sensitivity analysis of a decomposed problem. This would 
include the effect of changes in objective function coef-
ficients, right-hand sides, constraint coefficients, addi-
tion of canstraints, and addition of variables. As of the 
date of this report, there is no known source of this data. 
APPENDIX A 
USER'S GUIDE 
The following data sheets are provided for the indi-
vidual who will prepare input for the program and must 
interpret the output. No knowledge of decomposition is 
assumed other . than an understanding of how a linear pro-
gramming problem can be divided into subproblems and tie-in 
constraints. 
Since every installation has its ovm requirements for 
job control language (JCL) or its equivalent, this part has 
been omitted from this appendix and must be obtained from 
the computing center staff members. Presumably, the JCL 
will be provided to intere~ted individuals at the same time 
as the information on the program in appendix B. 
20 
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Program solves linear programming problems in form: 
maximize '. z = C X 
..:::.0::0 + f.1X1 + f.2X2 + I I I + CJfi.L 
subject to !o!o + .!1 xl + T2X2 + I I e + .!lfi.L = B =:.a 
.§.1X1 = ].1 
.§.2X2 = B2 
• 
S:u!L = BL 
and Xo· x1, x2, ... ' X ~0 -1 -
For minimization problems, change the sign of the C's and 
maximize. -
Input Cards: 
Card 1 .•••••.••• Title Card (60 alphanumeric characters) 
Card 2 ••.•..••.• L=Number of subproblems (I2) 
Card J •••.• ~ .••• M0 ,N0= Number of tie-in constraints, 
Number of tie-in variables . ex-
cluding subproblem ·variables (2I4J 
Next L Cards ••.• M
1
. ,N.= Number of subproblem icon-
. l. 
straints, Number of subproblem 
i variables (2I4) 
Next Card ••..•.• MC,NV= Total number of constraints, 
Total number of variables (2I4) 
Next MC Cards •.. CNAME,RHS= Name of constraint, Right-
hand side of constraint (A8,12X, 
E12.0). Same order as above. 
Next NV Cards •.• VNAME,OFC= Name of variable, Objective 
function coefficient (10X,A8, 
2X,E12.0). Same order as above. 
Next Cards •..•.. CNAME,VNAME,CC= Constraint name, Vari-
able name, Non-zero constraint 
coefficient (A8,2X,A8,2X,E12.0) 
Last Data Card •. SOLVE= The word "SOLVE" (A8) 
Repeat above cards for additional problems 
Two (2) Blank Cards for end of input signal 
Example: 
maximize xo 
with all x. ~ 0 
J 




6x 1 + 7x2 + 
x1 + %2 + 
x:1 + x:z 
xz 
3x3 + sx4 + x5 + x6 
X) + 
5x.J + 





XS "F XO ~ _5 
x5 + 5x6 SO 






























Note that constraint names are treated separately from the 
variable names. For convenience, the constraints were 
given the same names as the slack and surplus variables. 
Interpretation of Output: 
Page on core requirements--
Each subproblem requires a fixed amount of core. This 
is taken from a large pool of available space. For the ex-
ample ~hown, t he figures given are in bytes. 
Additional core is required for the -tie-in constraints 
as well as for storage of names, intermediate solutions, and 
final solutions. The figures in the column labeled "LEFT" 
are how much space still remains in the pool after the re-
quired space has been determined. Linear programs which are 
too large will result in negative values under "LEFT". The 
program will t erminate before beginning the optimization if 
there is insufficient memory. 
Page echoing input-- _ 
Constraint names with right-hand sides, variable names 
with objective function coefficients, and constraint name-
variable name with non-zero constraint coefficients are 
listed. Column "CABS" gives absolute position of constraint 
name in list; "CREL" gives relative position. Column "VABS" 
gives absolute location of variable name in list; "VREL" 
gJ. ves reJ.a-cJ. ve .Loca-cJ.on. liO.Lumn ._ . .L>::>Un" gives Humuer u.l vll~ 
subproblem to which the quantity under "VALUE" belongs. If 
this number is zero, · the data refers to the tie-in con-
straint only. Missing data means input error. 
Page with partial solution--
Included for interest value only. Final solution is 
derived by performing indicated multiplications and adding 
all solutions for each subproblem. Subproblems are opti-
mized using different objective functions. If solution is 
desireable, it will be selected and shown here. 
Page with final solution--
The optimal value of the objective function is shown. 
Quantities under "VALUE" next to constraint names are the 
shadow prices, i.e. a unit increase in the right-hand side 
of that constraint results in a change in objective function 
value by amount under "VALUE" as long as solution remains 
feasible. Quantities under "VALUE" next to variable names 
are optimal solution values f or those variables. 
Pages with dump information--
Non-zero value under VREL indicates basic variable at 
time of dump. See i nput echo for variable name. Column 2 
gives current value of variable. Columns J, 4, 5! .•. are 
simplex tableau (minimizatio~ type) c?lumns.f?r. f J.rst, s~c­
ond, third, .•• variable. FJ.rst row J.S artJ.fJ.cJ.al functJ.on 
and second row is objective function. 
24 
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CORE REQUIREMENTS AND SIZES 




















DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM TEST - TAH .A PAGE 282, PRO BLEM 
-21 
CONSTRNT VARIABLE VALUE CABS CREL VAR VRE L LSU B 
Sl o.5oooooE 02 1 1 n 
52 O.lOOOOOE 02 2 1 1 3 0.800000E 01 3 2 1 54 0.120000E 02 4 1 2 55 o.5oooooE 01 5 1 3 56 O.SOOOOOE 02 6 2 3 
Sl o.ooooooE 00 1 1 0 
-
Xl 0.600000E 01 2 l l 
X2 o.7oooooE 01 3 2 l 
52 O.OOOOOOE 00 4 1 
53 o.ooooooE 00 5 4 1 
X3 0.300000E Ol 6 1 2 
X4 o.soooooE 01 7 2 ;;> 
54 O.OOOOOOE 00 8 3 2 
xs O.lOOOOOE 01 9 1 3 
X6 O.lOOOOOE 01 10 2 3 
55 o.ooooooE 00 11 3 3 
56 o.ooooooE 00 1? 4 3 
51 Xl O.lOOOOOE 01 l 1 2 1 0 
51 X2 0.100000E 01 1 l 3 2 0 
51 X3 0.100000E 01 1 1 6 1 () 
51 X4 O.lOOOOOE 01 1 1 7 2 0 
51 X5 0.100000E 01 1 1 q 1 0 
51 X6 O.lOOOOOE 01 1 1 10 2 0 
Sl Sl 0.100000E 01 1 1 1 1 0 
52 X1 O.lOOOOOE 01 2 1 2 l 1 
52 X2 0.100000E 01 2 1 3 2 l 
52 52 O.lOOOOOE 01 2 1 4 3 1 
53 X2 O.lOOOOOE 01 3 2 3 2 1 
53 53 o.lOOOOOE 01 3 2 c; 4 l 
54 X3 o.soooooE 01 4 l 6 1 2 
54 X4 o.IOOOOOE 01 4 1 7 2 ? 
54 54 O.lOO OOOE 01 4 1 R 3 2 
55 X5 O.lOOOOOE 01 5 1 9 1 3 
55 X6 O.IOOOOOE 01 5 1 10 ? 3 
55 ss -0.100000E 01 5 1 11 3 3 
56 xs 0.100000E 01 6 2 g 1 3 
56 X6 .5oooooE 01 6 2 10 2 3 
56 56 O.lOOOOOE 01 6 2 1? 4 3 
SOLVE 
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-21 
PARTIAL SOLUTION 
CONSTRNT VARIABLE VALUE 
0.5111 TIMES SOLUTION 1 OF SUBPROBLEM 3: 55 
-o.ooooooE 00 
S6 O.lOOOOOE 01 
X5 o.soooooE 02 
X6 O.OOOOOOE 00 
55 0.450000E 02 
- 56 O.OOOOOOE 00 
1.0000 TIMES SOLUTION 1 OF SUBPROBLEM 1 : 
S2 O.lOOOOOE 01 
53 
-O.OOOOOOE 00 
Xl 0.200000E Ol 
X2 O.BOOOOOE 01 
S2 o.ooooooE oo 
S3 o.ooooooE oo 




xs o.ooooooE oo 
X6 o.soooooE 01 
55 o.ooooooE oo 
56 0.250000E 02 
-1.0000 TIMES SOLUTION 4 OF SUBPROBLEM 2: 
54 o.4oooooE 01 
X3 o.ooooooE oo 
X4 o.12ooooE 02 
54 o.ooooooE oo 
27 
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The attached computer listing beginning on the next 
page was run on an IBM )60 located at the University of 
South Florida through a HASP link with Florida Technological 
University. The WATFIV compiler was used to facilitate de-
bugging and to provide a shorter listing. The use of class 
Hand WATFIV would permit about 120,000 bytes of allocatable 
memory. Using the FORTRAN IV H compiler for most efficient 
- '-~---'- _ _ _..3 _ __ ____ , _____ -- _,_:!--...L _ ... _...J .... ,_ ••• t...!-t- --- .,_ _ __ ,,_...l 
""-"'""t)~"'v '""'-'"""- l:'•V"-'\.4-""a...J """"'•• '-''-"U'""'...,..., ,. • ..,""'.._..""...._....,. . , • .a. .._....,..,. --•• w- ..., ____ _ 
without recompiling. For instructional purposes, the amount 
of allocatable memory defined in the program was limited to 


























































LEVEL 1 - ENTRIES=MAIN 
































































DOUBLE PRECISION SOLVE,CNAME,VNAME 
SO ENTRY SIZEIN 
51 LEFT=ITOTAL 
C READ P~GE HEADING 
52 READ 1003,REMARK 
53 PRINT 2003,REMARK 
C-- - READ NUMBER OF SUBPROBLE MS 
54 1 READ lOOltLS 
55 IFCLS.LE.o> CALL EXIT 
56 PRINT 2001 
C READ SIZE OF TIE-IN MATRIX 
57 READ l002?MtN 
58 IF<M.LE.O> M=l 













C READ SIZES OF ALL SU BPROBLE MS 
72 00 10 L=l,LS 
73 READ 1002tMtN 
74 IF<M.LE.O> M=l 
75 IF<N.LE.o> N=l 
76 MS=M+2 
77 NS=N+l 
78 NOW=MS*IINT+MS*NS*ISGL+MS*MS*IDBL+ MT* NS * ISGL 
79 LEFT=LEFT-NOW 









89 10 CONTINUE 
C READ S!ZE OF OVERALL PRO BLEM 




1 +MC*CIDBL+ISGL+IINT+IINT+ISGL+ I SGL> 
2 +NV*<IDBL+ISGL+IINT+IINT+ISGL+ISGL> 
94 LEFT=LEFT-NOW 
95 PRINT 20Q4,NOWtLEFT 
31 
96 RETURN 
97 1001 FORMAT<I2) 
98 1002 FORMATC2!4> 
99 1003 FORMAT<15A4> 
100 2001 FORMAT<•o•,15X,•CORE REQUIRE MENTS AND SIZES•/ 
1 ' •,ISX,•SUBPROB CONST RAI NTS • 
2•'VARIABLES CORE: REQO LEFT'//) 
101 2002 FORMAT<• 1 tlSX,I4tlOX,I4,10Xti4,Il5ti 8 > 
102 2003 FORMATC 1 1•,1SX,l5A4> 





















































ALLOCATE CONSTRNT DATA - NA ME , RHS 9 SU B, 













ALLOCATE VARIABLE DATA - NAME, OFC, SUR , 
LQC, SEL, SOL 
CALL ALLOCB<NV,IDBLtLEFT,LVl> 
CALL ZEROOQCOQ(LVl), NV,l> 
CALL ALLOC8CNV,ISGL,LEFT.LV2> 
CALL ZEROSQCSQCLV2>, NV,I> 
CALL ALLOC8CNV,IINT,L EFT,LV3) 
CALL ZEROIQCIQCLV3), NV,l) 
CALL ALLOC8CNV,IINTtlEFT,LV4> 
CALL ZEROIQCIQCLV4), NV,l> 
CALL ALLOC8<NV,ISGL,LEFT,LVS> 
CALL ZEROSQCSQCLVS), NV.I> 
CALL ALLOC8<NV,ISGL.L EFT,LV6> 
CALL ZEROSQ(SQ<LV6),NV,l> 
ALLOCATE SPACE FOR RESTRICTED MASTE R PROGRAM 






ALLOCATE SPACE FOR SU BPROBLEMS 
DO 20 L=l,LS 
































* '0't15X,•CONSTRNT VARIABLE '•lOX, 




159 ENTRY TEKSIN 
160 30 READ l009,CNAME,VNAME,TECH 
161 DATA SOLVE/•SOLVE 1 / 
162 IF<CNAME.EQ.SOLVE> GO TO 45 
163 CALL MATCHCDQCLCI>,IQCLC3),IQCLC4> 
J,OQCLV1>,IQ(LV3),IQCLV4),CNAME,VNAME> 
164 IFCL.LT.O) GO TO 40 
165 IF<L.NE.O> CALL LOC8 
166 CALL FILLMCSQCLS2),SQ(LS4),SQ(LR2),TECH> 
167 PRINT 2009,CNAME,VNAME,TECH,I,M,J,N,K 
168 GO TO 30 
169 40 PRINT 2009,CNAME,VNAME,TECH 
170 GO TO 30 
171 45 PRINT 2009,CNAME 
172 RETURN 
173 1009 fORMAT<A8,2X,A8t2X,E12.0> 
174 2009 FORMAT<• t,}SX,A8,2X,A8,2X,El5.6,SI5) 
c 
175 ENTRY FIX~UB 
176 DO 70 L=1,LS 
177 CALL LOC8 
178 C~LL SUBQUT(SQCLS2),DQCLS3),SQCLS4),SQCLC2> 
l,SQCLV2)) 
179 CALL PHASECltL,MS,NS,IQCLSl),SQCLS2),0Q(LS3>, Wl 
180 IF<W.GT.EPS) GO TO SO 
181 IFCW.EQ.-BIGM> GO TO 60 
182 CALL PHASE<2•L•MS,NS,IQCLSll,SQCLS2>,0QCLS3>,z> 
183 IF<Z.EQ.-BIGM) GO TO 60 
184 CALL EVALCIQCL51),SQCLS2>•DQCLS3>,SQCLS4> 
J,DQCLR3),SQCLCS>,SQ(LVS),RH0) 
185 GO TO 70 
186 SO ISTOP=1 _ 
187 PRINT 20lltL 
188 CALL DUMPCMS,NS,IQCLSll,SQCLS2>,DQCLS3)) 
189 CALL DUMPTCMT,NS.IQCLRl),SQ(LS4)) 
190 GO TO 70 
191 60 ISTOP=l 
192 PRINT 2012•L 
193 CALL DUMPCMS,NS,IQ(LSl),SQCLS2),0QCLS3>> 
194 CALL DUMPT(MT,NS.IQCLRl),SQ(L54)) 
195 70 CONTINUE 
196 IF<ISTOP.EQ.l) CALL EXIT 
197 RETURN 
33 
198 2011 FORMATC•1•,1SX,•SOLUTION FOR SU8PROBLEM•,I3, 
1 ' IS INFEASIBLE.•> 
199 2012 FORMAT<•1•,15X,•SOLUTION FOR SUBPROBLEM•,I3, 
1 ' IS UNBOUNDED•> 
c 
200 ENTRY FIXRMP 
C K IS PHASE NUMBER FOR RESTRICTED MASTER 
201 K=1 
202 DO 80 L=1,LS 
203 CALL LOC8 
204 CALL FORCECSQCLS4),SQCLR2),SQ(LCS),SQCLVS>> 
205 80 CONTINUE 
209 - CALL RMPOUTCSQCLR2),DQCLR3),SQCLC2),SQCLV2>> 




-209 ENTRY OPTALL 
210 DO 105 K=1,2 
211 OUTMIN=BIGM 
212 90 LBEST=O 
213 RHOMIN=-Ees 
214 DO 100 L=1,LS 
215 CALL LOC8 
216 CALL CHANGECIQCLSl),SQCLS2),DQCLS3),SQCLS4) 
l,QQ(LR3) > 
217 CALL PHASE<2•L,MS,NS,IQCLS1},SQCLS2>,DO<LS3>,z> 
218 IF<Z.EQ.-BIGM> GO TO 110 
219 CALL EVALCIQCLS1),SQCLS2),DQ<LS3),SQ<LS4) 
1tDOCLR3),SQCLCS),SQCLVS>,RH0) 
220 CALL SELECTCSQCLS4),SO<LR2>,DQCLR3) 
1,SQCLCS) ,so<LVS) > 
221 IF<RHO.GE.RHOMIN> GO TO 100 
222 LBEST=L 
223 RHOMIN=RHO 
224 100 CONTINUE 
225 IF<LBEST.EQ.O) GO TO 103 
226 CALL PHASECKtlOO,MR,NR,IO<LRl),SQCLR2> 
l,OQCLR3),0UT> 
227 IFCOUT.EO.-BIGM) GO TO 110 
228 IFCOUTMIN~EPS.LT.OUT) GO TO 103 
229 OUTMIN=OUT 
230 GO TO 90 
231 103 IFCK.EQ.1.AND.OUT.GT. EPS> GO TO 120 
232 105 CONTINUE 
233 RETURN 
234 110 PRINT 2013,Lt!SEL 
235 CALL DUMPCMR,NR,IQCLRl),SQCLR2),DQCLR3)) 
236 CALL DUMPCMS,NS,IQCLSl),SQCLS2),DQCLS3>> 
237 CALL DUMPTCMT,NS,IQCLRl),SQCLS4)) 
238 CALL EXIT 
239 RETURN 
240 120 PRINT 2014 
241 CALL DUMPCMR,NR,IQCLRl>,SQCLR2>,DQCLR3>> 
242 CALL EXIT 
243 RETURN 
244 2013 FORMAT<•l•,lSX,•UNBOUNOED SOL. L=•·I3,•• ISfL='• 
1 !4,•.•> 


































1,VJ,V4,V5,V6,IS,s,ss,T,IR, R,R ,CNAME,VNAME> 
ENTRY ••• FILLC,FILLV,MATCH,FILLM,SUBOUT,EVAL, 
FORCE, ELECT,RMPOUT,CHANGE,PUTSEL, 
PUTANS 













DOUBLE PRECISION SB<MS,MS>,RRCMR,MR>,SUM 




268 DO 20 I=l,MTOT 




273 10 M=M+l . 
274 READ 1007,CNAME,RHS 
275 IFCRHS.LT.o.> RHS=O. 





281 20 CONTINUE 
282 RETURN 
283 1007 FORMAT(A8,12X,El2.0> 
284 2007 FORMAT(' •,I5X,A8,12X,E15.6,2I5,10X,I5> 
c 




Z89 DO 40 J=l,NTOT 





294 30 N=N+1 _ 
295 READ 1008,VNAME,OFC 





301 40 CONTINUE 
302 RETURN 
303 1008 FORMAT<10XtA8,2X,E12.0> 
304 2008 FORMAT<• '•15X,1QX,A8,2XtEl5.6,lOX 9 3I5) 
c 
305 - ENTRY MATCHCCI,C3,C4,Vl,V3,V4,CNAME,VNAME> 
306 DO 50 I=1,MTOT 
307 IFCCNAME.EQ.C1<I>> GO TO 60 
308 50 CONTINUE 
309 GO TO 90 
310 60 DO 70 J=1,NTOT 
311 IFCVNAME.EQ.V1(J)) GO TO 80 
312 70 CONTINUE 
313 GO TO 90 
314 80 K=C3CI) 
315 L=V3CJ) 




320 90 L=-1 
321 RETURN 
c 
322 ENTRY FILLMCS,T,R,TECH> 
3~3 IFCK.EQ.Q) GO TO 100 
324 SCM+2,N+l>=TECH 
325 RETURN 
326 100 IFCL.EQ.O) GO TO 110 
3?7 T<M+2,N+l>=TECH 
328 RETURN 
329 110 RCM+2,N+1>=TECH 
330 RETURN 
c 
331 ENTRY SUBOUTCS,SB,T,C2,V2) 
C INITIALIZE RIGHT HAND SIDES 
332 DO 120 I=3,MS 
333 120 S<I,l>=C2CCI-2>+MO) 
C INITIALIZE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 
334 DO 140 J=2,NS 
335 140 TC2,J>=-V2<<J-1)+NO> 
C INITIALIZE IDENTITY MATRIX DIAGONAL 
336 DO 150 KK=1tMS 
337 150 SBCKKtKK>=l.DO 
C INITIALIZ~ ARTIFICIAL FUNCTION COEFFICI EN TS 
338 DO 170 J=1,NS 
339 SUM=O. 
340 DO 160 l=3,MS 
341 160 SUM=SUM+S(J,J) 
342 170 SCl,J>=-SUM 
343 DO 190 J=2,NS 
344 SUM=O. 
345 DO 180 I=3,MT 
346 180 SUM=SUM+T(I,J> 
36 
347 190 T(1,J>=-SUM 
C USE T ART FOR FIRST S OBJECTIVE FU CT ION 
348 DO 195 J=2,NS 
349 195 S<2,J>=TC1,J> 
350 RETURN 
c 
351 ENTRY EVAL<IS,s,ss,T,RB,C5,V5,RHO> 
C UNSC8AMBLE X SOLUTION 
352 DO 200 J=NLO,NHI 
353 200 V5(J)=O. 
35~ DO 210 I=3,MS 
355 J=ISCI) 
356 - IFCJ.NE.o) V5C<J-1)+ NO >=S<I,l> 
357 210 CONTINUE 
358 DO 215 I=3,MS 
359 215 C5<CI-2)+MO>=S B <2~I> 
C COMPUTE T~X AND INSERT IN FI RST COL OF T 
360 DO 230 I=l,MT 
361 SUM=O. 
362 DO 220 J=2,NS 
363 220 SUM=SUM+T(J,J)*V5C(J-l)+NO) 
364 230 TCI,l>=SUM 
365 SUM=O. 
366 DO 235 I=3,MT 
367 235 SUM=SUM+T(J,l) 
368 T<1,1>=-SUM 
C EVALUATE ZJ-CJ FOR SU BPRO BLEM 
369 SUM=O. 
370 SUM=RBCK,l>*< T<l•1>-l. ) 
371 DO 240 KK=2,MT 




375 ENTRY FORCECT,R,C5,V5> 
376 R<l,NT+L>=T<l,l)-1. 
377 DO 250 I=2,MT 
378 250 R(J,NT+L>=T<I,1> 
379 R<MT+L,NT+~>=1. 
380 IF<L.LT.LS> RETURN 
381 ISEL=ISEL+l 
382 WRITE<NWORK> CS,V5 
383 RETURN 
c 
384 ENTRY SELECT<T,R,RB,CS,V5> 
C SELECT SUBPROBLEM TO ENTER RESTRICT ED MA STER 
385 DO 370 I=l,MR 
386 SUM=O. 
387 SUM=RBCI,l>*C T<l,l>-1. ) 
388 DO 360 KK=2,MT 
389 360 SUM=SUM+RS(J,KK>*TCKK,l) 
390 370 R<I,NT+L)=SUM+RB<I,MT+L) 
391 IF<L.LT.LS) RETURN 
392 ISEL=ISEL+1 






ENTRY RMPOUT(R,R8 ,C2,V2> 
INITIALIZE RIGHT HAND SIDES 
MO=MLOW<l00)-1 
37 
397 DO 410 I=3,MT 
398 410 R<I,l>=C2<<I-2>+M0) 
399 MTP1=MT+1 
400 DO 420 I=MTPl,MR 
401 420 R(I,l>=l. 
C INITIALIZ~ OBJECTIVE FUNCTIO N CO EFFI CI EN TS 
402 IF<NT.EQ.1) GO TO 435 
403 NO=NLOW<l00>-1 
404 DO 430 J=2,NT 
405 430 R<2,J>=-V2({J-l)+NO> 
406 435 CONTINUE 
C INITIALIZE IDENTITY MATRIX DIAGON AL 
407 - DO 440 K=I,MR 
408 440 RBCK,K>=l.DO 
C INITIALIZE ARTIFICIAL FUNCTIO N COEFFICI EN TS 
409 DO 480 J=l,NR 
4l0 SUM=O. 
411 DO 470 I=3,MR 
412 470 SUM=SUM+R(!,J) 
413 4 0 R(1,J>=-SUM 
414 RETURN 
c 
415 ENTRY CHANGE<Is,s,sB,T,R B> 
C COMPUTE NEW ORIGINAL OFC 
416 DO 730 J=2,NS 
417 SUM=O. 
418 DO 710 KK=1,MT 
419 710 SUM=SUM+RB<K,KK>*TCKK,J) 
4?0 730 SC2,J>=SUM 
C SET ARTIFICIAL OFC•S TO ZERO 
421 DO 740 J=3,MS 
422 740 SB<2,J>=o. 
C RESET BASIC OFC•S TO ZER O 
4?3 5(2,1)=0. 
424 DO 770 I=3,MS 
425 J=IS<I> 
426 IF{J.EQ.O) GO TO 770 
427 OFC=S<2,J> 
428 IF<ABS(OFC>.LT.EPS> GO TO 77 0 
429 DO 750 J=l,NS 
430 750 S(2,J>=S(2,J>-OFC*S<I,J> 
431 DO 760 J=3,MS 
432 760 S8(2,J>=S8(2,J>-OFC*SB<I,J) 
433 770 CONTINUE 
434 RETURN 
c 
435 ENTRY PUTSEL<IR,R,Cl,C5,C6,Vl,V5•V6> 
436 PRINT 2014.REMARK 
437 DO 850 IREAD=l,ISEL 
438 READ<NWORK> C5.V5 
439 LOIFF=<IREAD-1>*LS 
440 DO 850 IROW=3,MR 
441 NEGSEL=IR<IROW> 
442 IF<NEGSEL.GE.O> GO TO R50 
443 L=-NEGSEL-LDIFF 
444 IF<L.LE.O.OR.L.GT.LS> GO TO 850 
445 XLAMB=R<IROW,1) 
446 CALL LOC8 
447 DO 830 I=MLO,MHI 
448 830 C6<I>=C6<I>+XLAMB*C5<I> 
38 
449 DO 840 J=NLOtNHI 
450 840 V6CJ>=V6CJ)+XLAMB*V5CJ) 
451 PRINT 201S,XLAMB,IREAD,L 
452 PRINT 2018,CCl<IltC5CI>,I=MLO,MHI) 
453 PRINT 2017,CVlCJ),V5CJ),J=NLO,NHI> 
454 850 CONTINUE 
455 RETURN 
c 
456 ENTRY PUTANSCIR,R,RB,Cl,C6,Vl 9 V6) 
457 PRINT 2019tREMARK,R<2•l> 
458 MO=MLOW<I00>-1 
459 DO 855 I=3,MT 
460 85~ C6CCI-2)+MO>=RBCI,2> 
461 NO=NLOW(100)-1 
462 DO 860 I=3,MR 
463 J=IR<I> 
464 IF<J.LE.o) GO TO 860 
465 V6((J-1>+NO>=R<I,I> 
466 860 CONTINUE 
467 PRINT 2018,CCl(!),C6<I>,I=lt MC> 
468 PRINT 2017,(Vl<J),V6CJ>,J=l• NV > 
469 RETURN 
470 2014 FORMATC•I•,l5Xtl5A4//16X,•PARTIAL SOLUTION'// 
lt 1 1 tlSX,•CONSTRNT VARIABLE VALUE•> 
471 2015 FORMATC•o•,l5X,F6.4t 1 TIMES SOLUTION•,IX,I4 
1•' OF SUBPROBLEM 1 ti3,•:•> 
472 2017 FORMAT<• •,15XtlOX,A8,El7.6) 
473 2018 FORMAT<• •,15XtA8tlOX,El7.6) 
474 2019 FORMAT<•l•tl5Xtl5A4// 
*•' 1 tl5X,•FINAL SOLUTION =•, El9.6// 












SUBROUTINE LEVELSCIQ,SQ,OQ, MROWS,NCOLS> 









INTEGER IQCMROWS,NCOL > 
REAL SQ*4CMROWS,NCOLS> 
REAL DQ*B<MROWS,NCOLS> 




488 IFCNMAX.GE.O> RETURN 
489 PRINT 2000 
490 CALL EXIT 
491 RETURN 




















c - -- -
507 ENTRY ZEROIQCIQ, MRO WSt NCOLS) 
508 DO 10 J=1,NCOLS 
509 DO 10 J=1,MROWS 
5!0 10 IQ(I,J>=O 
511 RETURN 
c 
512 ENTRY ZE80SQ(SQ, MRO WS, NCOLS> 
513 DO 20 J=l,NCOLS 
514 DO 20 I=l, MROWS 
515 20 SQ(J,J)=O.EO 
5 6 RETURN 
c 
5l7 ENTRY ZERODQCDQ,MROWSt NCOLS) 
518 DO 30 J=l,NCOLS 
519 DO 30 I=l,MROWS 












SUBROUTINE LEVEL6<M,N,IAtAtA8 ) 
LEVEL 6 - ENTRIES=PHASE,DUMP 
COMMON NWORKtEPS, BIGM,ISELti STOPtii NT,J SGLt iDBL 
lt!TOTAL,REMARKC15> 
COMMON/SIZE/MTOT,NTOTt MC,NV, MSt NS, MT,NT 
ltMR,NR,MHOLD<l OQ),NHOLD<l OO >, LS 
INTEGER IA<M> 
REAL ACM,N) 
DOUBLE PRECISION AB(M, M),DABS, BEST, WOR ST 
DOUBLE PRECISION AKJ,AIC,ARC, ARJ, BI, RATI O 
530 ENTRY PHASECK,L,MtN,IA,A,AB, oUT> 
C FIND PIVOT COLUMN 
531 1 JCOL=O 
532 BEST=-EPS 
533 DO 10 J=2,N 
534 AKJ=ACK,J) 
535 IF<AKJ.GE.BEST> GO TO 10 
536 JCOL=J 
537 BEST=AKJ 
538 10 CONTINUE 
539 IF<JCOL.EQ.O) GO TO 800 
C FIND PIVOT ROW 
540 IF<K.EQ.l> GO TO 30 
C ATTEMPT TO PIVOT OUT ARTIFICIAL 
541 DO 20 I=3,M 
542 IF<IA<I>.NE.O> GO TO 20 
543 AIC=A<I,JCOL> 
40 
S44 IFCDABS<AIC>.LT.EPS> GO TO 20 
S4S IROW=I 
S46 GO TO SO 
S47 20 CONTINUE 
S48 30 IROW=O 
S49 WORST=BIGM 
SSO DO 40 I=3,M 
SS1 AIC=A<I,JCOL> 
SS2 IF<AIC.LT.EPS) GO TO 40 
5S3 BI=A<I,l> 
SS4 RATIO=BI/AIC 
5SS IF<RATIO.GE.WORST> GO TO 40 
5S6 -- - IROW=I 
5S7 WORST=RATIO 
SS8 40 CONTINUE 
SS9 IF<IROW.EQ.O) GO TO 900 
S60 SO IA<IROW>=JCOL 
C USE NEGATIVE LAMBDA SELECTION IF APPLICABLE 
S61 NEGSEL=-<ISEL-l>*LS-CJCOL-NT> 
Sn2 IF<L.EQ.100.AND.JCOL.GT.NT> IA<IROW>=NEGSEL 
C TRANSFORM TABLEAU 
S63 ARC=A<IROW,JCOL> 
S64 DO 80 I=K,M 
56S IF<I.EQ.IROW> GO TO 80 
S66 AIC=ACI,JCOL) 
S67 IF<DABS<AIC>.LT.EPS> GO TO 75 




572 60 CONTINUE 




577 70 CONTINUE 
578 7S ACI,JCOL>=O. 
579 80 CONTINUE 
580 DO 90 J=1,N 
581 A<IROW,J>=A<IROW,J)/ARC 
582 90 CONTINUE 
S83 DO 100 J=1,M 
584 ABCIROW,J>=ABCIROW,J)/ARC 
585 100 CONTINUE 
586 lOS ACIRQW,JCOL>=l· 
S87 GO TO 1 
S88 800 OUT=-A<K,ll 
S89 RETURN 
S90 900 OUT=-BIGM 
S91 RETURN 
c 
S92 ENTRY DUMP(M,N,IAtA,AB> 
S93 PRINT 2098 
594 DO 1000 I=1•M 
59S IHOLD=IA<I> 
S96 IF<IHOLD.GT.O) IHOLD=IHOLD-1 
S97 IF<I.LT.3> IHOLD=999999 
598 1000 PRINT 2099,IHOLD,<A<I•J),J=l,N> 
599 PRINT 2096 
600 DO 1050 I=l,M 
41 
601 IHOLD=IACI> 
602 IFCIHOLO.GT.O> IHOLD=IHOLD-1 
603 IFCI.LT.3> IHOLD=999999 
604 1050 PRINT 2099,IHOLD,CABCI,J>,J=I, M> 
605 RETURN 
606 ENTRY DUMPTC M, N,IA,A> 
607 PRINT 2097 
608 DO 1100 I=l, M 
609 1100 PRINT 2099,IA<I>,CACI,J),J=l, N) 
610 RETURN 
611 2096 FORMAT<•o•,l5X,• VREL, M X M INV ER SE•!> 
612 2097 FORMATC•o•,lSX,• VREL,(TC!,J),J=l, N)'/) 
6 1 3 2-0-9-8- F 0 R MAT ( 1 0 ' , 1 5 X , ' V R E l , < A C I , J > , J = l , N > ' I > 
614 2099 FORMATC'0'•15X,IS,SClX,Fl0.3>1 
1 <• •,lsx,sx,5<lx,FI0.3>>> 
n 15- END 
$ENTRY 
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